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Abstract: Flood protection is considered one of the crucial regulating ecosystem services due to climate change and extreme weather events. As an ecosystem service, it combines the results of hydrological and ecosystem research and their implementation into land management and/or planning processes including several formally separated economic sectors. As managerial and economic interests often diverge, successful decision-making requires a common denominator in form of monetary valuation of competing trade-offs. In this paper, a methodical approach based on the monetary value of the ecosystem service provided by the ecosystem corresponding to its actual share in flood regulating processes and the value of the property protected by this service was developed and demonstrated based on an example of a medium size mountain basin (290 ha). Hydrological modelling methods (SWAT, HEC-RAS) were applied for assessing the extent of floods with different rainfalls and land uses. The rainfall threshold value that would cause flooding with the current land use but that would be safely drained if the basin was covered completely by forest was estimated. The cost of the flood protection ecosystem service was assessed by the method of non-market monetary value for estimating avoided damage costs of endangered infrastructure and calculated both for the current and hypothetical land use. The results identify areas that are crucial for water retention and that deserve greater attention in management. In addition, the monetary valuation of flood protection provided by the current but also by hypothetical land uses enables competent and well-formulated decision-making processes.
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1. Introduction

Ecosystem services (ES), as the benefits people obtain from ecosystems [1], are outcomes of ecosystem properties—biophysical conditions, structures, and processes [2], which constitute ecosystem functions [3,4]. In addition, ecosystem services feature highly distinctive spatial and temporal patterns of distribution, quantity, and flows [5]. The importance of spatial relations between the ecosystems providing the services and the areas where those services are utilized is stressed by many authors [6–8]. Ecosystems do not exist in isolation but they compose whole complexes of ecosystems interacting with each other in the landscape [9]. Ecosystem services are usually provided within units that define processes such as watersheds, specific habitats, or other natural units [7,10]. Spatial relations are for certain ES so significant that several authors [11,12] call them landscape services. Spatial relations and the location of the ecosystem are important also for a monetary valuation of the ecosystem service [13–15]. In theory, two “identical” ecosystems protecting the nearby area from natural hazards such as landslides, erosion, or floods provide an identical supply of ecosystem service, but the value of each ES reflects the...
actual value of the respective protected infrastructure (human lives, property, city size etc.). Flood protection (regulation or mitigation) belongs among those ecosystem services, for which the spatial accent is of crucial importance. Flood protection ES supply addresses the ecosystem’s capacity to lower flood hazards caused by heavy precipitation events by reducing the runoff fraction [5]. This reduction corresponds to the damage-limiting efficiency of recent ecosystems compared to the maximum possible runoff.

The service capacity is an ecosystem’s potential to deliver services based on biophysical properties, social conditions, and ecological functions. Capacity responds to natural or anthropogenic changes over time and space [2,8,16,17]. River floods are the costliest and most frequent natural hazards both in Europe [18,19] and in the world [20–22]. Direct and indirect economic losses and threat to human lives are continuously growing due to increasing population density, the growth of infrastructure and the increasing frequency of heavy precipitation events due to climate change [23–25]. According to [26], flood protection ES consists of: supply—flood volume regulated by vegetation and soils; service—area of avoided flood damage due to regulation by vegetation or soil; and benefit—avoided costs due to loss of property or infrastructure.

The value of ecosystems and their services can be expressed in different ways as it has complex meaning with several dimensions [11,27,28]. There are three value domains: ecological (biophysical), socio-cultural and economic [1,29,30]. The assessment of an ecosystem’s capacity to provide flood protection ecosystem services is often based on biophysical methods [31,32], i.e., by employing hydrological models based on water retention functions of the vegetation and soil cover [15] or assessing storage capacity of floodplains [33]. There are several methods for the monetary valuation of ecosystem services [34–37]. Most methods for the monetary valuation of regulating services apply calculations of replacement costs and avoided damage costs [38,39]. Other methods valuate the benefits (in terms of increased economic welfare) resulting from reduced flooding as a consequence of reduced deforestation [40] or an economic valuation of the storage capacity of natural floodplain wetlands, as well as riparian forest, protecting nearby areas [41,42]. Similarly, a valuation of avoided flood damages for a floodplain’s conservation in comparison to a scenario of residential construction is presented by [22]. The expressed willingness to pay method was applied by [43,44] to demonstrate how much people were willing to pay for flood risk reduction.

Flood hazard is defined as the probability that a critical peak discharge is exceeded and which in a combination with the consequent economic damage generates flood risk [45]. As noted by [30], it is useful to apply risk assessment methods in the assessment of flood protection ES. Risk is a combination of hazard (potential source of harm) and vulnerability (magnitude of damage or danger to life) [46,47]. To estimate hazards, it is necessary to know: (a) what is the probability and frequency of the occurrence of each hazardous phenomenon at a given place; (b) the intensity required for them to happen; (c) to what extent their total effect would influence the landscape and/or vulnerability of the social-economic system. Disasters are better viewed as a result of the complex interaction between a potentially damaging physical event (i.e., floods, droughts, fire, earthquakes and storms) and the vulnerability of a society, its infrastructure, economy and environment, which are determined by human behavior [48,49]. Modelling software and geographical information systems (GIS) are highly recommended for assessing risk assessment, natural hazards, and ecosystem services [14,50]. The use of catchment-based hydrologic models provides the basis to reveal the varying importance of factors and processes responsible for the formation of river swellings as well as the capability of different land use types to retain part of the incoming water, which reveals their regulation capacity [31,51–53].

The aim of this article is to develop a method for the monetary valuation of flood protection ecosystem services. The approach is based on a hypothesis that a monetary value of the ecosystem service provided by the ecosystem corresponds to its actual share in flood regulating processes and the value of the property protected by this service. The value of the ES corresponds to the size of the benefit to the society, and it is expressed in the
value of property (infrastructure) that is protected by an ecosystem. Since all ecosystems in
the river basin (above the protected infrastructure) contribute to the protection of property,
the contribution of each ecosystem to this protection was assessed and valuated according
to the share of each ecosystem in reducing the total runoff.

2. Materials and Methods

The methodical approach adopted is based on a combination of different bio-geophysical
GIS data with terrain mapping and the results of hydrological modelling. The extent of the
flooded area (flood hazard) was modelled according to different precipitation volumes and
different land uses. The economic valuation of the flood protection ecosystem service was
based on the estimated value of the endangered residential infrastructure.

Clarification note: the term “land use” applied in the hydrological analyses is consid-
ered, in a broad sense, equal to “ecosystem” in the parts dealing with ecosystem services
assessment. The authors are fully aware of terminological difference but for the sake of
simplification, these terms were used as synonyms.

2.1. Study Area

Flood regulation ecosystem service was estimated for the Čierny Hron River basin
situated in central Slovakia in a mountainous region (Figure 1). This basin is rather specific,
as in the years 1960–2017, 13 floods occurred in various locations within the study area [54].
Six of them were flash floods from intense summer precipitations. The total area of the
basin is 291.7 ha, the minimum elevation of the basin is 461 m a.s.l., the maximum elevation
is 1338 m a.s.l., and the mean elevation is 785 m a.s.l. The mean annual precipitation
increases approximately from 780 to 1150 mm as the elevation increases [55]. The mean
year one-day maximum precipitation is around 45 mm/day, but the absolute maximum
recorded in the period 1981–2010 reached 70–80 mm/day. The mean temperature varies
from −3.5 to −5.0 °C in the winter season and from 12 to 16 °C in summer. The dominant
soils are loam and sandy loam Cambisols on Paleozoic granitic and metamorphic rocks
from highlands to mountainous landscape. Regarding land use, 79% of the basin area is
covered by forest, 9% by logging and regeneration logging area, 7% by grasslands, 3%
by agricultural land and 2% by rural settlements. Most of the forests are mixed forests.
Coniferous forests occupy the highest parts of the area and deciduous forests cover only
the lowest part of the basin.

2.2. Modelling Surface Water Runoff

The volume of runoff water was modelled applying the SWAT model [56]. This
model requires input parameters to describe soil properties, topography, land use, land
management, and climate. It simulates watershed processes by first dividing the basin
into sub-watersheds, and then further dividing the sub-watersheds into unique land use,
soil, and slope combinations called hydrologic response units (HRUs). Modelled runoff
(result of SWAT) served as an input into the HEC-RAS model [57] that showed whether
the river channel safely discharges the modelled flow or if it is spilled from the banks. In
the HEC-RAS modelling, steady flow analysis with mixed flow regime and critical deep
boundary condition was applied. Subsequently, the extent of the flood was modelled using
the HEC-GeoRAS extension of the ArcGIS software. The necessary inputs for modelling
water runoff in the river channel and the subsequent extent of floods were (in addition
to the above-mentioned): shape (channel geometry), capacity of the river channel (cross-
sectional cut lines), and Manning’s roughness coefficients of surface for the channel and for
the land use. A database and polygon layer were created in ArcGIS 10.3 software. Relief
inputs into the applied models were derived from 10 m digital elevation mode (DEM 3.5)
provided by the Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Authority of the Slovak Republic [58],
and all analyses used 10 m resolution. Soil characteristics were derived from the soil
databases provided by the National Forest Centre [59] for forest soil and the Soil Science
and Conservation Research Institute [60] for agricultural soil. National soil databases were
transformed accordingly to the FAO classes required by the SWAT model [61]. Climate data input into the SWAT model came from the SWAT Weather Database [62] and from the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute [63]. River channel transverse profiles were derived from DEM and verified and refined by field measurements. Land use was derived from actual (2018) high-resolution (25 cm/px) orthophoto maps [58] and refined by field mapping. Spatial information about the location, size, and type of buildings and other infrastructure in the area was derived from several sources: Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Authority of the Slovak Republic [58], Slovak Road Administration [64], Slovak Environment Agency [65], and OpenStreetMap [66]. Precipitation and river discharge data were provided by the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute [63] and the Slovak Water Management Enterprise [67].

Figure 1. Study area.

2.3. Determination of the Precipitation Amount Causing Floods with Different Land Uses

Since flood protection ES is a service protecting against natural hazards, it was necessary to determine the size of the threat—the extent of the endangered and potentially flooded area and the probability of the precipitation capable of causing floods. Based on the available climate data [55,63,68], it was deduced that for the study area, it is possible to count on the maximum daily amount of precipitation with a recurrence interval of 100 years with a value of 75–80 mm (for the whole river basin). Using the SWAT model, the SCS Curve Number Method [69,70] was applied to model runoff volume in the area and flows in the river channels for four levels of potential daily precipitation, which would evenly affect the entire basin, namely 60, 80, 100, and 120 mm with the current land use. For the same precipitation levels, runoff volume and flows were modelled also for the hypothetical land uses—when the whole river basin (except for existing built-up areas) was
used in one way. Five different hypothetical land uses were modelled: forest, permanent grassland, arable land (“row crops/straight row good” in the SCS method), orchard, and built-up area (in the sense of discontinuous urban fabric consisting both of impervious surfaces and pervious green areas such as lawns or gardens). These considered land use types either already exist in the area or are feasible to plan for (i.e., fruit orchards) due to the local natural and socioeconomic conditions. Subsequently, the land use and the amount of precipitation at which the capacity of the river channel is exceeded were modelled in the HEC-RAS program. The corresponding extent of flooding was modelled using HEC-RAS (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Extent of the modelled flooded area with the current land use and precipitation 80 mm/day in the HEC-RAS model.

2.4. Monetary Valuation of Flood Protection Ecosystem Service

Considering forest as the ecosystem that provides the best flood protection service, it was assumed that the value of its protection is equal to the value of the infrastructure that would be flooded after the precipitation which is already causing a flood (with the current land use). On the other hand, hypothetically, if the whole area was covered by forest (except for existing settlements), this precipitation (runoff) would be safely drained by a river channel and would not cause floods. The cost of damage to the endangered infrastructure (residential buildings, farm and industrial buildings, road and railway network) was calculated according to the methodology for estimating the cost of flood damage caused by floods by the Water Research Institute of Slovakia [71]. This cost was considered as the total cost of the forest ecosystem service in the whole river basin (except for already built-up areas).
However, individual areas in the basin contribute to the total runoff in different proportions depending on the location, soil conditions and slope. Therefore, for each individual area (hydrology response unit—HRU), its share of the total runoff was determined. This also determined its share of the infrastructure protection, which represented the value of the forest ecosystem service in the area of the unit concerned (share of the total ES value of the forest in the whole river basin). Subsequently, the value of the ecosystem service was re-calculated to the cost per ha.

The cost of ecosystem services of other ecosystem types (in the sense of land use types) is lower than that of forest since their retention capacity is lower. The results of runoff modelling for different potential land uses of the whole area (grassland, arable land, orchard, built-up area) show how much higher the water runoff from each HRU was compared to if the HRU was covered by forest. In other words, how much less water the other ecosystem type retains compared to the forest. The cost of the ecosystem service of the given ecosystem is then lowered by the given ratio compared to the cost of the ES provided forest in the given area (Figure 3). The cost of the ecosystem service for each area in the territory of other ecosystems was calculated on the basis of the formula:

\[
\text{Cost } ES_{OE} = \text{Cost } ES_F \times \left(\frac{(R_{\text{max}} - R_{OE})}{(R_{\text{max}} - R_F)}\right)
\]

(1)

**Figure 3.** Methodical steps of the assessment.

- Cost $ES_{OE}$—cost of other ecosystem types
- Cost $ES_F$—cost of forest ecosystem service
- $R_{\text{max}}$—maximum runoff from impervious surface
- $R_{OE}$—runoff from other ecosystem types (different to forest)
- $R_F$—runoff from forest
3. Results

Modelling of runoff volume with different precipitation amounts and the current land use in the area and the subsequent modelling of flood threat in the basin (the capacity of the river channel to drain runoff safely) show that 60 mm precipitation per day (without cumulation with precipitation from previous days—antecedent moisture condition (AMC II)), would not cause flooding and the study area is able to deal with it. However, a higher rainfall would already cause a flood. The modelling results also show that if the whole area (except for existing built-up areas) was covered with forest, the flood would not occur, even at 80 mm precipitation. Nevertheless, floods would occur with higher precipitations (100 and 120 mm per day). For this reason, the value of 80 mm precipitation per day became the basis for determining the flood protection ecosystem service. Precipitation of this magnitude occurs in the study area with a probability of approximately once every 100 years [63,68]. Figure 4 shows the ratio of runoff reduction from a rainfall of 80 mm per day for the five considered land use types (types of ecosystems), if they covered the whole territory (except for existing settlements), compared to the maximum runoff (as from completely impervious surface). Based on the modelling results, forest in most of the evaluated area, depending on other natural conditions, retains from 60 to 90% of the theoretical maximum runoff. Orchards are capable of retaining approximately 40–70% on the runoff, and grasslands retain slightly less. They retain about 40–70% in the upper half of the territory, but only between 30 and 40% in the lower half of the territory. Arable land is capable of retaining only up to 20–40% of the maximum runoff, while built-up areas reduce runoff by only 2–5% compared to the completely impervious surface.

Modelling the extent of the flood (Figure 2), with the current land use and precipitation of 80 mm per day, identified the endangered infrastructure (buildings, roads, railways, etc.). The monetary value of the infrastructure was calculated as 20,365,400 euros. This value is the cost of the flood protection service of the forest in the whole territory, if it covers the entire area of the river basin (except for already existing settlements). The cost of a specific area of the forest ecosystem reflects its ability to retain water and it was determined as a share of the whole cost. This share represents a contribution of each HRU (Figure 5) to the total runoff (contribution to the protection of the area), which depends on HRU’s location, soil conditions, and slope.

As Figure 6 shows, the cost of this service per ha of the forest is in the range of 1626–1710 euros. Other types of ecosystems are able to retain less runoff water (Figure 4), therefore the cost of their flood protection service reflects this reduced capacity. When comparing water retention in the area for different types of ecosystems compared to the forest retention (Figure 7), orchards retain 72–82% of the amount of water retained by the forest. Grassland retains slightly less, 65–76%, and arable land between 42 and 56%. Built-up areas retain only 5–7% of the amount retained by the forest. These ratios express the share of other ecosystem types in flood protection in a specific place compared to the forest. As this value is lower, they do not fully protect the endangered infrastructure at a precipitation of 80 mm/day as the forests do, therefore the cost for this service is lowered according to this ratio. The resulting costs, calculated per ha of the basin area for each considered ecosystem (land use), are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 4. Proportion of maximum runoff retained (from 80 mm precipitation) if the whole area was covered by single land use.

Figure 5. Contribution of the hydrologic response units (HRUs) to the total runoff.
Figure 6. Monetary valuation of flood protection ecosystem service of different ecosystems (land use types).

Figure 7. Water retention of different land use types compared to the forest retention (in %).
In the case of orchards, the cost per ha ranges from 1192 to 1378 euros depending on the conditions (location, natural conditions). Grasslands retain a little less rainwater compared to orchards, so the cost for flood protection ES is slightly lower and ranges from 1072 to 1280 euros. The magnitude of flood control on arable land depends on the crop grown and the management performed. Here, for the sake of simplicity, “row crops/straight row good” management (the SCS method) was considered. The calculated cost per ha is in the range of 700–950 euro. Compared to the previous land use types, the ability of residential areas to retain water is considerably reduced, as a large part is built-up and therefore impermeable. All existing settlements within the study area are characterized as discontinuous urban fabric, and the cost of their capability to reduce runoff ranges from 80 to 112 euro per ha. The costs for the flood protection ecosystem service shown in Figure 6 are hypothetical, valid for a specific area in the case of the existence of a given type of ecosystem in a given area. These values can also be used to compare the current situation and possible change to another type of use.

Figure 8 shows the costs of the flood protection ES with the current land use. Despite the fact that almost 80% of the area is covered by forest, and thus most of the area retains 60–90% of the maximum runoff, according to the modelling results, floods would still occur with a precipitation of 80 mm per day, even if there was good forest management. On the other hand, in the case of intense management (clear-cutting, dense road network), floods would occur even with lower precipitation. The cost of the flood protection ES of current ecosystems ranges from 300 euros for arable lands to 1710 euros for forest ecosystems.

Figure 8. Current land use and the assessment of its flood protection ecosystem service.
Figure 9 presents the cost of the flood protection ES, which society would either gain or lose if the current ecosystem were changed into an alternative one. This comparison makes it possible to identify specific spots in the river basin that are most sensitive to change. In other words, areas where the change in the current land use to one of the five evaluated types would lead to the largest reduction in the performance of the ecosystem service, and to the largest increase in performance. Similarly, it is possible to identify areas whose change to another land use will cause the least loss of performance of the flood protection ES. If the current land use is changed to a forest ecosystem, the cost of ecosystems would remain the same in most areas, as 80% of the area is already covered by forest. Nevertheless, the ES value would increase from 200 to 1010 euros for the remaining 20%. On the other hand, changing to other land uses (besides forest) would reduce the size of the flood protection service in most areas.

Figure 9. Estimated changes in cost of the flood protection ecosystem services (ES) in the case of land use change.
Changing to an orchard in the areas that are currently covered by forest would reduce the value of the flood protection ES service by 200 to 600 euros per ha, depending on the location and abiotic characteristics of the area. On the other hand, changing to areas that are currently more intensively used to an orchard, especially in the immediate vicinity of settlements, would increase the value of the ecosystem service by up to 600 euros per ha. Deforestation and the consequent change into grasslands decrease the value of the ecosystem service by 200 to 600 euros per ha. However, changing current arable land into grasslands would increase the service value by up to 600 euros per ha. Changing the current land use into arable land would reduce the size of the service in 95% of the territory, and in monetary terms it would mean a reduction of 200 to 1000 euros per ha. Expansion of settlements would reduce the value of the ecosystem service throughout the territory, depending on the location and natural conditions, by 620 to 1630 euros per ha.

4. Discussion

Land use and land management influence the land system’s properties, processes and components, which are the basis of service provision. A change in land use management will therefore cause a change in service supply, not only for specific services but for the complete bundle of services provided by that ecosystem [11]. Our spatial approach followed this principle and it presented a way to quantify these potential changes in use and their impact of the flood protection ES provisioning. However, [72] called for caution in evaluating the results of modelling hydrological processes in relation to land use change, especially the sensitivity of the relationship between land use change and flood conditions with increasing return period of the simulated peak flow. In addition, [73] noted that the influence of land use conditions on storm runoff generation is only relevant for convective storms with high precipitation intensities, in contrast with long-lasting advective storms with low rain intensities.

According to [31], ecosystems affect water balance mainly through two processes: interception and infiltration. Interception depends on the structure of the ecosystem above ground (land cover), while infiltration is strongly determined by the soil properties. Surface runoff, which is the main factor for flood formation, also depends on abiotic factors such as bedrocks and topography. Ecosystems (i.e., forests) redirect or absorb parts of the incoming water (from rainfall), reducing the surface runoff and consequently the amount of river discharge. This ecosystem service plays its role before flood occurrence, and in some cases, it can even prevent it. Hence, flood protection ecosystem service assessments should conform to the biophysical characteristics and the likelihood of a flood in a particular area. [31,48] assessed the capacities of different ecosystems to regulate floods through investigations of water retention functions of the vegetation and soil cover. They applied the catchment-based hydrologic GIS model AGWA (and its constituent models KINEROS and SWAT) to express the capacity of the flood protection ES of individual types of land cover using biophysical methods (taking into account infiltration, surface runoff and peak flow). This biophysical assessment was then complemented with a comparison of regional supply–demand balances, with demand expressing the degree of vulnerability defined as “the characteristics and circumstances of a community, system or asset that make it susceptible to the damaging effects of a hazard”.

In the presented approach, the extent of the area and the amount of precipitation at which forest would be able to completely protect the area was determined. These results were applied in the estimation of the cost of the ecosystem service. For the practical use of the ES concept, it is necessary to express the value of the ecosystem service in a specific area (i.e., at the habitat level or topical dimension) with its specific properties with respect to the effect of surrounding ecosystems (choral dimension or landscape patterns and spatial relationships of ecosystems) and how this value changes when changing the use of area and/or changing any of the surrounding ecosystems [74,75]. The applied approach follows the SCS curve number method [61,70], which is based on the assumption that the forest performs flood protection (retention) best. As noted by [76,77], the impact of forest
and increasing afforestation on hydrological regulations may not be clear, especially in areas with a lack of precipitation and in river basins above 1000 km², where there is a great variability of factors (climatic conditions, urbanization, dam construction). However, this is not the case in the study area. In the Carpathian Mountains, many authors have confirmed that forests perform this service best and they are capable of retaining rainfall up to 50 mm [78–80]. This indicates that higher rainfalls will not be fully infiltrated and cause runoff. However, as shown by the modelled results, precipitations up to 80 mm will be drained safely by the existing river channels in the study area. On the other hand, the capacity of forests to provide ecosystem services strongly depends on the actual forest management [16], especially the size of the clearing area and the density of forest roads that could accelerate surface runoff. Nevertheless, none of the possible natural threats or anthropogenic pressures, i.e., negative impact of the intensive forest use, were included in the presented assessment. This might be the reason that, despite the high forest coverage, the study area has experienced numerous floods, resulting either from long-term precipitation or melting of snow, and flash floods triggered by intense summer precipitation in the past [54].

However, the impact of vegetation on water flow is very complex. For example, [81] presented a new procedure to assess drag forces and plant hydrodynamic bending as a function of the stem basal diameter and modulus of elasticity. They also presented other possibilities of calculating the surface roughness of the river channel (vegetation friction forces) for water flow depending on vegetation type (woody plants), its density (frontal projected area) or their elasticity. Other authors [82,83] used more detailed calculation models based on field measurements of flow velocity and morphological vegetation parameters (main morphometrical vegetation features) to determine global water flow resistance (i.e., stem diameters and heights, and bed surface density). [84] proposed an experimental methodology and their results demonstrate the reliability of the Keulegan equation in predicting the flow resistance. Based on the obtained results, a model to evaluate the Nikuradse equivalent of sand-grain roughness starting from the vegetation height and density was proposed and tested. Although these methods are more accurate, a simpler expression using Manning’s coefficient was applied in our approach, as it is required as an input by HEC-RAS. More precise methods may be used in the future to refine the modelling of the water flow in the river channel and the possible over bank spills. However, our approach does not aim to refine water flow models, but it focuses on using existing models to determine the value of flood protection ES. Obtaining more precise results on flood risks by using alternative modelling is welcomed but it would not change the proposed methodic steps for determining the ES.

Since regulation services produce or maintain desirable environmental conditions, societal demand should be expressed as the amount of regulation needed to meet a desired end condition [16]. In evaluating disasters and natural hazards, many authors emphasize the need to focus not only on determining the location (spatial distribution), intensity or period of recurrence of natural hazards, but also on determining vulnerability, which depends on the number of people, infrastructure, or ability to deal with the event psychologically or economically, etc. An excellent example of economic risk evaluation in relation to flood hazards was presented by [85,86]. Their basic concept is similar to our case study—to determine the extent of the threat of economic damage in floods with different return periods using hydrological modeling. Their determination of the extent applies probability methods using intensity–duration–frequency (IDF) curves of rainfall height for a return period (derived for the Apulia Region in Southern Italy), by expressing the probability of flood hazard occurrence as also applied by [87], using market costs (unit market values) in determining the economic value and other methods of quantitative risk assessment in terms of monetary values. Our approach focuses more on deriving the value of the ecosystem service for a specific ecosystem. In many ways, our methodic steps are simplified compared to these cited articles and our approach undoubtedly has some constraints related to many drivers, i.e., there are also newer methods in hydrological
modelling [88,89]. Despite these limitations, our method makes it possible to express the value of the flood protection ES, and these more precise procedures will serve as inspiration for the further improvement of our approach.

In order to analyse trade-offs between competing ecosystem services, [90] compared the benefits of anti-erosion regulation service regulation water erosion of individual ecosystems versus benefits from crop production of these ecosystems. They evaluated the change in the resulting benefits for the whole area after proposing decreasing intensity of land use (on steep slopes, marginal sites, or habitat connectivity support) to 7% of the territory. It is a very beneficial concept that can be used in argumentation with stakeholders when discussing environmental management of the landscape [91,92]. Even more so, when managerial decisions regarding competing trade-off are based on a comparison of financial benefits or losses.

5. Conclusions

Despite flood protection being considered one of the crucial ecosystem services that builds on an extensive and robust hydrological research, there are still aspects that need further development. These aspects reflect the complex character of hydrological processes both affecting and affected by several economic sectors and a need for the implementation of flood assessment results to land management and planning. This is even more important in land management systems that deal with several formally separated sectoral management policies (spatial planning, agriculture, forestry, water management, and the environment). These sectors have a legal competency over the same territory; however, their managerial and economic interests often diverge, thus successful decision making processes require a common denominator in the form of a monetary valuation of competing trade-off.

In this paper, this challenge was addressed by combining hydrological modelling methods, the method of non-market monetary value for estimating avoided damage costs, and flood risk assessment methods into a rather simple, yet methodically robust, approach. The innovation of the method lies in the fact that on the basis of existing available hydrological models (for which relatively easily accessible data such as DEM, soil map, climatic data, or river channel profiles are required as inputs), it enables repeated operational determination of the extent of endangered property with the current land use, and when changing land use. The available hydrological models can be replaced by newer and more accurate models, depending on more detailed and accurate data being made available (i.e., LIDAR). At the same time, this method also makes it possible to determine the highest level of protection by natural ecosystems (i.e., forests in Slovakia) and, on the basis of this, comparison to determine the monetary value of the ecosystem service (and not just express it in biophysical units) can be performed.

The approach consists of independent and open modules enabling further fine-tuning in order to fit any local natural conditions or available underpinning data. A further development of the method could be the inclusion of forest management intensity or forest road networks as surface runoff accelerators. Although these phenomena were not addressed in the current state of our research presented in this article, the impact of forest management can be applied as a water retention parameter in the follow-up research. Monetary valuation based on damage avoided costs is only one of several feasible methods of estimating flood protection cost. This method was applied as it is an officially recognized method by the national authority. However, flood-related costs also cover prevention costs (construction or maintenance of water channel) and emergency costs or other site- or society-specific costs that could be applied in the assessment in future.

Climate change is leading to an increase in the frequency of extreme (very intense rainfall) storms, which alternate with ever-increasing periods of drought. Therefore, it is important to determine the capacity of ecosystems to retain water, both as protection against floods and, on the other hand, for mitigating drought in the periods between precipitation events. If this existing capacity is not enough in light of the forthcoming
changes, it will then be necessary to propose changes in land use and various possible biotechnical measures to ensure sufficient capacity.

Land use management can significantly reduce flood flows in catchments, particularly within the localities where most of the runoff is generated. River and water resource managers or decision-makers should concentrate on enhancing the ability of ecosystems to infiltrate and retain precipitation. The optimal landscape structure, suitable management of natural resources, rational management of current and planned human activities, revitalization and re-naturalization of the landscape and river channels should be of interest for decision-making authorities. The proposed method allows the identification of areas (HRUs) that are more important regarding water retention due to their site conditions, thus deserving higher attention. This is particularly important in land management since it stresses the spatial relations of natural processes in landscape, which are often neglected in other sectoral policies. In addition, it has a strong potential also for building and/or maintaining green and blue infrastructure in the landscape. Information on the monetary values of flood protection provided by the existing and by the planned land uses allows competent and well-based decision-making processes (i.e., suitable forest management vs. reconstruction of channels).
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